Let the Wiggles In:
Sullivan Primary’s Implementation
And Benefits of a Motor Lab

Ready Bodies Learning Minds Book
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Written by Athena Oden, P.T.
Explains different body systems and reflexes needed to learn
Activities and rules to set up the lab
Website - http://www.readybodies.com
Conferences

Are our bodies ready to learn?

Why are our bodies not ready?
Changes in the last 40 years…
1. Children survive difficult births
2. Increased dangers to children
3. More sedentary lifestyle
4. Technology as recreation
5. “Managed” time vs. free play
6. National epidemic of childhood obesity
7. More academic expectations at a younger age

Container Baby Syndrome / Play time

We are no longer doing this...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vNxjwt2AqY

Alter the meaning of early childhood,
And you alter brain development…
And behavior.

Our “American Way” and culture
has created a “Perfect Storm”

What can we do as educators?
● Create an environment where we can help develop and build a big
foundation for students in order to produce a “well rounded” capable
learner.
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● Provide a wide variety of experiences in order to develop our students
tactile, vestibular, proprioceptive, visual, and auditory systems. Our
students’ behavior often shows us what they need.
● We have to create movement.
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How do we Do It?
Learning How to
use our bodies =
Our Storehouse
of knowledge =

Performance
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It is not an extra 15 minutes to fit into our schedule, it is the foundation
of our schedule.
It is essential. We have to Provide! Our culture is not changing.
Classes visit the lab 3-5 times a week
Small group (reading) have stations in their room and use every day
Morning motor lab & Key Activities Group
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Can be used as preventative or a release for some students
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How? Motor Lab!
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Our Motor Lab
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Motor Lab: 10 stations relating to a particular system
Key Activities (Reflexes)
Tactile System (experiences on our skin)
Vestibular System (movement work)
Proprioceptive System (Heavy work)
Visual System
Eye - hand - Foot

Systems continued...
Locomotor
Balance
Motor Control
Ball work
Handwriting
**Posters at every center
**Each activity is planned by intensity

4 Key Activities
● If you don’t do anything else in the book, do these as often as you can!

Why & How Key Activities
Babies are born with reflexes
Most are integrated within 6 months
Tonic Labyrinthine Reflex, Prone (TLR Prone) -- Superman
Tonic Labyrinthine Reflex, Supine (TLR Supine) -- Popcorn
Symmetrical Tonic Neck Reflex (STNR) -- Giraffe Stretch
Asymmetrical Tonic Neck Reflex (ATNR) -- Rocking Horse
Activities Work in a backward action of these reflexes
All build core stability, develops motor control, stimulates postural
muscles, and upper extremity strength
● Helps with sitting in classrooms, fine and gross motor control, links to
balance, visual, auditory, focusing, and overall foundational skills for
learning
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The Tactile System
● Messages received through the skin including heat, cold, pain, texture,
hardness, softness, pressure, vibration…
● Ability to process tactile information allows us to feel safe
● Clothes wearing, “tactile hunger”, “tactile defensiveness”
● As a child grows and experiences more, the information received provides
him with more knowledge about his typical surroundings. If a child does not
have ample opportunity in the world he is likely to have a difficult time
understanding a large variety of natural occurrences. He must understand
what he touches in order to develop control over what he handles.

Provide
information for
the system.
Shirt Chewers:
Blowing

Chewing

Sucking

Eating

Pre-Kdg

The Vestibular System
● Information from the inner ear about movement and our position in space
● Tells us if we are moving, how quickly, and in what direction
● “Noodles” - limited vestibular understanding will often want to keep their feet
on the ground for security
● “Bouncers” - move constantly to supply input to feel more secure
● Connected to muscles that control the eyes
● Preserves a constant plane of vision for stability of images on the retina - helps
keep the eyes level when the head is moving
● Need Movement Work
Gaze instability due to vestibular hypofunction affects reading ability in young
children.

Spinning
Rolling
Swinging
Rocking

The Proprioceptive System
● Understanding of conscious and unconscious information from our muscles,
joints, ligaments, tendons, and skin concerning their load/stress
● Understanding of our OWN movements rather than information from the
environment
● Awareness of muscle use and joint position
● Noodles and bouncers
If you are holding a ball, tactile messages give information about the texture,
temperature, and possible size of the ball. The visual system will tell size, shape,
and color of the object. The proprioceptive messages give information about
weight and density by interpreting the amount of muscle force needed to hold
the object.

Heavy Work
Pushing/Pulling
Lifting/Carrying
Jumping

The Visual System
● So much more than eyesight
○ Tracking, convergence, perception
● Tied very closely to the Vestibular, Proprioceptive, and Reflexes
● We expect children to come to us with the ability to learn visually
● 80% of what we do is visual in the classroom
● Visual problems may look like
○ Not able to focus or pay attention
○ Laziness
○ Behavior issues
○ Not a phonetic reader
○ Slow worker

Tracking Activities
Eye - Hand - Foot
Activities
4 Key Reflex
Activities
Balance

Manipulatives to think about

Review Rules
● Rules are posted
● Focus is calm and controlled - Give students the why!
**Stand on your number (Give 2 students the same # to be partners -- 1-10)
**Ready, Begin -- time for 1 minute
**Clean up and stand on your number
**Rotate and stand on the next number (Want to maintain calm and control)
* class video
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bx_FGellSvbhRFdDUkdUNDN0X00

Important to keep in mind
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It will not be perfect
Be a hands on motor lab teacher
It is about giving them the experience
Do not give up:)
The more you use it, the better

The goal:
- “to intentionally provide simple experiences for all systems”
-”to provide complex experiences to drive self-organization”
Because:
-”perceiving the world through physical movement drives cognitive
development”

RBLM data
● There was an average 70% increase in reading proficiency in the research
group when compared to the control group as measured by DRA test results
over a 7 mo period
● The research group exhibited marked improvement in reflex integration as
opposed to the control group who reported a decline of reflex integration over
a 7 mo period as measured by the RBLM screening report
● Kindergarten students’ phonemic awareness skills appear to have been
improved by the presence of the motor lab

Here is our why to Continue the Motor lab:

